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SriKrishna Science Centre & its facilities
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NCSM and its functions
Why People come to SoS:

- Satisfy Personal Curiosity/Interest
- For a Hobby
- To Support the Needs of Others (e.g., children)
- Satisfy a Need (e.g., environmental problem, etc.)
- For School or other Career-Related Need
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- Motivated by Personal Curiosity
- Motivated by Other People
- Motivated by Desire to See & Experience Place
- Motivated by Specific Knowledge-Related Goals
- Motivated by Reverential or Restorative Experience
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* Developing attractive shows:

- Better visualization
- Better understanding
- High engagement level
- Generates curiosity
* Think of visitor: their age, socio-economic background.
Select a theme: suitable for the visitor, may be of global news or local importance.
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* Build up a nice story: input incidences of daily life, famous TV serial or film.
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* Start with an attractive slide
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Interesting facts about a place.
* Upcoming shows
Thank You